
February 20, 2020

Greetings!
 
Hans and I just released a new position paper on education  that highlights where we've
been, where we are now, and what we need to do in order to successfully move into the
future. As you might imagine, the focus is on the importance of Career Connected Learning
as a critical strategy for engaging and preparing students.
 
The paper begins: 
 
"Our current education system is a legacy creation, built on the decisions made by those
who came before us in the past 150+ years of public schooling. Our "factory" model of
education was borrowed from the 19th century, as were our summertime breaks in
schooling. And on that foundation we laid hundreds of other decisions that gave us the
modern schools, a system not so much designed as inherited.
 
Not one of us intentionally asked for an education system that is built around narrowly
defined curriculum, that is often devoid of meaning and context, that leaves some or most
students increasingly disconnected from education as each year passes, and that too often
leaves them utterly unprepared for life as the adults they will inevitably become.
 
But that is the system we have. And as we face the challenges of today, we can choose to do so within the framework of
the current system, or step back and ask if that legacy system is the best solution to prepare our children for their futures.
And, if not, how that system can be transformed to produce the results we seek."
 
We cover a lot of ground, including the path that led us to our current situation; the challenges we face; and how a Career
Connected Learning mindset could help us chart a course to a brighter future. You can download the paper from our site
for free; printed copies are available in the NC3T bookstore. We'd love to hear your thoughts on this paper and this topic! 
 
Brett  
 

The CCL In.Sight Blog
 Have you read the latest posts from The CCL In.Sight Blog ? Hans and Brett share thoughts and information on Career
Connected Learning. Read a recent blog post:
 
Digital Literacy and the Future of Work (Part 1)
I've been following the emerging debate among futurists about what impact automation
and artificial intelligence (AI) will have on our jobs. One presenter I viewed who spoke at a
regional TEDx event a few years ago predicted that in the next decades, as many as 50%
of human jobs will go away. He said this will be great for humanity, because the need to
work is essentially a form of slavery anyway. He suggested that once all those jobs are
gone and the work is being done for us by machines, we'll all have plenty of time to ponder
the meaning of life and our human existence! This struck me as absurd on so many levels;
but it is one view of the future of work that is out there for consumption.
 
I prefer a more reasoned analysis coming from the World Economic Forum, [1] McKinsey Global Institute[2] and UK
Economic Outlook.[3] They predict that, similar to other bursts of innovation since the first industrial revolution, new
technologies do take away some jobs but they also generate economic growth and new jobs/careers in other areas.
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Read the full post here.    
 
And remember, if you want to receive these blog posts as they're published, just subscribe to the blog and we'll do the
rest!  
 

NEW from NC3T: The Pathways Design Suite!
If you're interested in developing individual Pathway
Programs or integrated Pathways Systems across
your school, district, or region, the Pathways System
Design Suite, written by Hans Meeder and now
available from NC3T, is an indispensable resource
for you. This suite of resources includes:

The Pathways System Decision Guide - This is a step-by-step guide to help your leadership team make the key
decisions that lead to a world-class Career Pathways System. The Pathways System Decision Guide gives you the
confidence that you and your team address all of the important design decisions that need to be made in creating a
career pathways system, scaled to fit your needs.
The Pathway Program Design Guide - This is a simple-to-follow guide for designing a Pathways Program or
upgrading an existing CTE program into a Pathway Program. The Design Guide is built around 10 elements of high-
quality careers and each element is directly linked to guidance from the Perkins Act.
The Pathways System Resource Kit - The Pathways System Resource Kit is a a collection of forms, templates,
talking points, and fact sheets that your leadership team can draw upon as you work through the Decision Guide to
design, develop, and promote your pathways initiative.

 Visit the NC3T bookstore to order one or all of these essential tools!  
 

FYI - Information You Can Use
What's Important for Success in Future Jobs?  
Choosing a career that fits your talents and interests can be a daunting task, especially
for high school students and adult learners who want to explore career options that may
not require a four-year degree. A new ACT report, The Condition of Career Pathway
Readiness in the United States, can help. The report features information on the skills
individuals need to succeed in various careers and "career clusters"-groupings of
occupations that can be used by education and training providers to help students in
educational settings. Its aim is to open opportunities for job seekers and help employers
identify high potential candidates within different career pathways. "This report is a
valuable tool for high school students and adult learners who know what skills they
have but don't know how they relate to various career paths," said ACT Principal Research Scientist Mary Lefebvre. "Not
only does it show what people need to know to be ready for 21st century careers, but it allows for deep career exploration
based on skills and opportunities to fill skill gaps."
Full article: http://leadershipblog.act.org/
 
'Employer U,' Higher Ed Can Work Together To Deliver What Consumers Want  
Last week, Brandon Busteed highlighted the growth of "Employer U"-employers
partnering with universities to build in-house learning programs. State Farm, United
Airlines, and even the Dallas Cowboys are now joining the ranks of Google,
Walmart, IBM, and many others who have created their own "universities" to attract
and develop their talent. For workers, potential learners, and-hear me out-higher ed,
this is great news. The demand for education is robust: Half of adults believe they
need more education to advance their careers. That's more than 100 million
Americans. More than 60 million adults across the country say they plan to pursue
more education and training within the next five years. Traditional higher ed serves
about 20 million people, and it's simply not feasible to think the current system can take on that many more learners,
particularly so many on nontraditional pathways. That's why the Employer U concept is key, providing an education outlet
that relieves traditional postsecondary institutions from having to be all things to all learners while providing the tight
education-to-work connection that workers prefer.  
Full article: https://www.forbes.com/
 
Central Valley schools aim to reduce poverty through job training  
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On a recent school day in Fresno, Fernando Valero repaired a 32,000-pound diesel truck
with failed sensors. Then he crawled under another truck before lifting it with a floor jack.
The morning school work left his hands black from grease. And his day was just getting
started. After lunch, Valero left Duncan Polytechnical High School and headed to a job
where he's paid as a regular employee. Much like his classroom labor, he works with
technicians fixing trucks for local customers. There is a good chance the 17-year-old high
school senior will keep his job after he graduates in June. School officials say that's the
goal. About a decade after a recession nearly crippled the nation's economy and devastated
the job market in California's Central Valley, the region is still trying to pick itself up. But
many education leaders hope that efforts to attract new businesses and train workers for skilled jobs are starting to work.
Valero is part of the 45% of Fresno Unified School District students who take part in career and technical programs,
including medical, manufacturing and heavy-duty trucking. The pathways expose students to real-world industry work, and
some, like Valero, are finding jobs while in school.
Full article: https://calmatters.org/
 
5 things we know about the jobs of the future  
As the labour market rapidly changes, new, nearly real-time data and
metrics give us better insight than ever before into what the jobs of the
future will look like. The kinds of jobs emerging in the global economy
span a wide range of professions and skills, reflecting the opportunities
for workers of all backgrounds and educational levels to take advantage
of emerging jobs and the new economy. Identifying emerging jobs and
the skills that they require provides valuable insights to inform training
investments, and paves the way for a "Reskilling Revolution", as
individuals seek new skills to keep pace with change. But for all of the
opportunities that the new economy will bring, there are stark skills gaps and gender gaps that must be addressed. If we
don't, they will continue to widen in the future. Here are five things we can learn from this new data:
Full article: https://www.weforum.org/
 

Coming Soon: CareerSmart Classrooms!
In March, NC3T will officially release CareerSmart Classrooms, a
new set of resources to help educators across the school incorporate
career content and workplace skills into the classroom! 
 
With CareerSmart Classrooms, your staff can access an exciting set of
new resources designed to help all teachers embrace career readiness
while still effectively delivering their core content.
 
New Career Readiness requirements are asking classroom teachers to integrate career readiness into their classrooms.
However, many who teach the "core academic subjects, " along with teachers of academic electives like the arts and social
sciences, might not have any practical steps they can take.
 
The CareerSmart Classrooms system from the National Center for College and Career Transitions (NC3T), offers a
solution to this challenge.The CareerSmart Classrooms system provides a comprehensive set of resources, including
career information sheets, lesson plans and activity plans; subscriptions will be available for individual educators, schools,
and multi-school systems. See this flyer for information, and stay tuned for our March rollout!  
 

About the National Center for College and Career Transitions (NC3T)
 
K-12 education and the adult workforce are inextricably linked; and, as even the most casual observer understands, we currently face
real challenges on both fronts. NC3T was created to help educators, policymakers and community leaders design integrated college
and career pathway systems that provide students with purpose and direction, and provide them the knowledge and skills they'll need
to secure their futures and the futures of the communities in which they live.
 
If you're interested in connecting students to the workforce in some way, including through out-of-school initiatives, targeted in-school
channels (CTE, academy models), or developing a comprehensive community-wide or regional strategy that all partners can get
behind, please contact Hans Meeder (Hans@NC3T.com ) or Brett Pawlowski (Brett@NC3T.com) to talk further.

National Center for College and Career Transitions (NC3T)
Columbia, MD  

www.NC3T.com
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Follow Hans On Twitter
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